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SPANISH 
COUNTERPARTS

1. i:

2. e

3. u: 

4. ɔ:

5. a: 

6. Vowel glides: ɪə / ʊə / 
eɪ / ɔɪ / eə / əʊ / aɪ / 
aʊ

 DIFFICULTIES FOR 
SPANISH SPEAKERS

 ɪ

 ɜ: 

 ʊ

 ɒ

 æ 

 ʌ (central a)

 ə (schwua)



SPANISH 
COUNTERPARTS

p

k

b

g

m

n

f

θ

s

tʃ
r

l

 DIFFICULTIES FOR 
SPANISH SPEAKERS

 dʒ
 ʒ
 v

 w

 z

 ʃ
 ð



 Vowel system

1. i:  - ɪ

2. e  - ɜ: 

3. u:  - ʊ

4. ɔ:  - ɒ

5. a:  - æ - ʌ
6. Tendency to pronounce

unstressed syllables
strongly

 Consonant system

 t  - d in final position

 p  - b in final position

 k  - g in final position

 b  - v

 z  - s

 j  - dʒ
 Tendency to omit first or

last consonants from
clusters

 Tendency to include a 
vowel sound in the context
of the liquid ‘s’



ɪənear ʊəcure

eɪlady ɔɪnoisy

eəhair əʊsoap

aɪfine aʊpound

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/near.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/cure.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/lady.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/noisy.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/hair.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/soap.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/fine.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/diphthongs/pound.mp3


 /ɪə/

 IDEA

 DEAR

 HERE

 /aʊ/

 HOUSE

 OUT

 TOWN

 ALLOW

/eə/

 CARE

 CHAIR

 BEAR

 /əʊ/

 SOUL

 SO

 ROAD

 TOE



 /aɪ/

 CRY

 BY

 TIME

 WRITE

 /ʊə/

 MOOR

 SURE

 TOUR

/eɪ/

 LATE

 MAKE

 GREAT

 /ɔɪ/

 NOISE

 VOICE

 BOY



Black Slow Room Paid Pure Stop

Car Wash Sort Bit Chair Horse

Leave Dear Spend Sound Sand Cat

Bird High Poor Soap Beach Climb

Start Make Will Book You Well

Wood Bear Real Drum First Voice

Complete the word route. Begin at: MAKE



 i: bee vs I trip

TREE

FIELD

REASON

THESE

POLICE

CITY

SIT

PRETTY

LADIES

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3


 i: bee vs I trip
Which sound can you hear? Say A or B and 

write the phonemic transcription of the sound

 Cheap/chip

 It/eat

 Sheep/ship

 Fit/feet

 Wheel/will

 Sheet/shit

 Beach/bitch

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3


 ɜ: girl vs e desk ɜ: girl vs e desk

BIRD

FIRST

TURN

CHURCH

JOURNEY

COURTESY

SERVE

EARTH

SET

DEAD

MANY

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/girl.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/desk.mp3


 Minimal Pairs Dictation

 NEAT- KNIT- NET

 REACH- RICH- WRETCH

 READ- RID- RED

 SIT- SET

 TIN- TEN

 WILL-WELL

 DISK-DESK



 ʊ foot vs          u: flu

PUT

GOOD

WOLF

COULD

RUDE

FOOD

MOVE

GROUP

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/foot.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/flu.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/flu.mp3


 ɒ dog vs           ɔ: ball

DOG

SORRY

COD

CORD

WALK

TALK

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/dog.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/ball.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/ball.mp3


 ɒ dog vs           ɔ: ball

 Read out these pairs of words
 Was-talk

 What-walk

 Want-all

 Cough-bought

 Knowledge-saw

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/dog.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/ball.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/ball.mp3


æ bank vs        ɑ: park

SAT

HAND

LAMP

MARRY

PASS

FATHER

PART

CAR

‘-ANCE’ : ɑ: Br English æ Am English

(dance, trance, glance…)

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/bank.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3


 Transcribe the following words

 PAD

 MAD

 BACK

 GLASS

 CHANCE

 HAT

 FAR

 DART

 SAND



 ʌ lucky

SUN

CUT

CUPBOARD

SON

LONDON

COME

MOTHER

COUNTRY

YOUNG

ENOUGH

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/lucky.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/lucky.mp3


ə bitter

We pronounce it in weak forms, 

‘-or’, ‘-er’ and it can be represented

by means of many vowel spellings

WOMAN

GENTLEMAN

POSSIBLE

OBLIGE

SUPPOSE

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/bitter.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/bitter.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/bitter.mp3
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 Voiced

b bee

d           daylight

g           guy

dʒ gym

ʒ pleasure

v            vain

ð            mother

z            lazy

m           mean 

n            nasty

ŋ thing

/l/ (lie) /r/ (write) 

/w/ (wind) /j/ (jar)

 Voiceless

p painful

t tea

k         quick

tʃ chance

ʃ sugar

f          fancy

h         hurry

θ thoughtful

s         secret



p park vs        b bark

PAINT

HICCOUGH

Silent in 

PNEUMONIA

RECEIPT

CUPBOARD

BET

ROBE

Silent in

LIMB

LAMB

COMB

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3


 k king vs        g give

KEY

ROCK

Silent in

MUSCLE

KNOW

KNOCK

GIRL

GHOST

GUEST

Silent in

GNAW

SIGN

REIGN



 t trendy vs        d drop

TIP DIP

Silent in CASTLE, 

LISTEN, 

CHRISTMAS



/t/ /d/ /id/
Classify the following verbs: 

Accept, attach, beg, bury, calculate, clap, copy, cry, 

dislike, drop, empty, fool, hug, identify, invite, knot, 

multiply, need, plan, plug, point, prefer, pretend, regret, 

sin, skip, tip, travel



 tʃ chop vs   dʒ judge

/j/ yellowfish!

CHAIN

WATCH

NATURE

RIGHTEOUS

QUESTION

JAM

GEM

SUGGEST

SOLDIER

JOHN, JOB dʒ vs YESTERDAY, YARD /j/ 



 ʃ shame vs        ʒ genre

SHOE

MACHINE

LUXURY

SURE

VISION

MEASURE

LEISURE

TREASURE

BEIGE



 v virtual vs        f flake

/w/ waste!!!

VEAL

OF

NEPHEW

FORK

PHYSICS

OFF

ENOUGH



 Transcribe the following minimal pairs and 

say them out loud

 BET- WET- VET

 VEAL- FEEL- WHEEL



ð  breathe vs    θ breath

THE

THEN

THERE

THINK

AUTHOR

THROAT

TOOTH

http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3
http://www.ompersonal.com.ar/omphonetics/vowels/part.mp3


 z zoo vs        s settle

/s/ after voiceless consonant

/z/ after vowels or voiced consonant

/iz/ after /s/, /z/ or any other sibilant

sound like ‘ch, tch, sh, x’



 Find the odd one out in each group:

1. jokes, grapes, boats, addresses, coughs

2. loves, clothes, sizes, ribs, Tom’s

3. Thomas’s, animals, crashes, teaches, villages

4. things, cooks, Robert´s, cliffs, paths

5. virds, legs, Alison’s, menus, stops

6. brushes, catches, baths, freezes, cages



 l linen - m momument

 - nnaive

ŋ fingerprint r raw



h happiness

WHO

HOW



















Transform the following nouns into adjectives using the

suffixes IC/ICAL. What happens to the stress?

 Microscope

 Athlete

 Apology

 Aroma

 Catastrophe

 Alphabet

 Analysis

 Grammar

 Irony

 Philosophy

THEY ARE STRESS-

SHIFTING SUFFIXES



 Four elephants

 Poor example

 Another icecream

 More apples

 Were open

 Before and after

 Bitter enemy

 For intermediate students

 For anyone here

 For elementary students



 Regressive

 /t + p-b= p/ That piece- That boy

 /t + k-g= k/  That kid- That girl

 /d+ p-b= b/ Boiled potatoes

 /d + k-g= g/ Hard case

 Progressive

 /p-b+ n= m/ Happen

 /k-g + n= ŋ/ Organ



 /t + j= tʃ/ What’s your name?

 /d + j= dʒ/  Did you buy this?

 /s + j= ʃ/ Face your future

 /z + j= ʒ/ As you say,…





 C:\Documents and Settings\Usuario\Escritorio\PHONETICS 

SEMINAR\escaneado\escanear0021.pdf

Rhythm- keeping process

When do we use strong forms instead of gradation?

At the end of the sentence

To give emphasis

For contrast with another word

For quotation
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FALLING: Complete statements

Wh-questions

Exclamations

Imperatives

LOW RISE: Encouraging satements

Yes/No questions

Greetings

HIGH RISE: Echo questions

Most tag questions

FALL RISE: Pleading requests

RISE FALL : Hidden thought



 DECLARATIVE: 

 LOW PITCH AND FALLING TUNE SHAPE

 INTERROGATIVE: 

 LOW PITCH AND FALLING OR RISING TUNE 

SHAPE DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF 

QUESTION: PARTIAL (RISING) OR 

TOTAL(FALLING)

 EXCLAMATIVE: 

 HIGH PITCH AND FALLING TUNE SHAPE



Statements vs Yes-No questions

HE WAS THERE  – HE WAS THERE? 

Wh-questions vs Echo questions

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?  – WHERE ARE YOU 

GOING?

Yes-No questions vs Exclamations

ISN’T HE A HAPPY MAN? – ISN’T HE A HAPPY 

MAN?

Tag questions (seek info) vs  Tags (confirmation)

YOU LOVE ME, DON’T YOU? - YOU LOVE ME, 

DON’T YOU? 



Yes- No questions vs Wh-questions

DID YOU GO THERE? – HOW DID YOU DO IT?

Alternative questions vs List questions

WOULD YOU LIKE TEA OR COFFEE? –

TEA, COFFEE, JUICE OR MILKSHAKE  ?

Negative statement vs 

Negative statement+ implication

IT ISN’T VERY NICE- vs  V

Statements vs Displacement of subject

IT’S VERY DANGEROUS, THAT DOG
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